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Smart Grids – Smart Energy –

Smart Consumers
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What is a ‘smart grid’?

• “A Smart Grid employs communications, innovative products and 
services together with intelligent monitoring and control technologies to:

1. Facilitate connection and operation of generators of all sizes and 
technologies

2. Enable the demand side to play a part in optimising the operation of 
the system

3. Provide consumers with greater information and choice of supply

4. Deliver required levels of reliability, flexibility, quality and security of 
supply

5. Significantly reduce the environmental impact of the total electricity 
supply system

6. Extend system balancing into distribution and the home”
Report to Electricity Networks Strategy Group, UK, November 2009

• “Smart grids are the answer. However, there isn’t yet total agreement on 
what the question is.”

Keith Bell, University of Strathclyde, June 2009
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Trends in renewables in the UK

Biomass includes landfill gas, municipal waste combustion and 

co-firing with fossil fuels 

Source: UK Digest of Energy Statistics

At the end of 2015, 9.3GW of solar PV capacity

“Gone Green” annual electrical energy

National Grid, Future Energy Scenarios 2015

The electricity system needs to be operated so that

generation and demand are balanced at all times

Demand for electricity varies

One week in January 2015

GW

Settlement period
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• Balance out in time
– Use stored energy at different times

• Not just (expensive) batteries

• Two-way conversion? (Store surpluses; use the store to meet deficits)

– Time shiftable demand

• ‘Store’ the use of electricity

What varies and what do you do with 

electricity imbalances?

Storage in the UK (2014)

Source: Simon Gill, University of Strathclyde, 2015 
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Storage in the UK (2014)

Source: Simon Gill, University of Strathclyde, 2015 

Non – pumped 

storage Hydro

Pumped storage 

Hydro

Thermal Storage

Storage in the UK (2014)

Source: Simon Gill, University of Strathclyde, 2015 

Decarbonised storage...
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What do you do with 

electricity imbalances?

Figure: National Grid

• Balance out in space

– Transmission export or import capacity

– Distribution network capacity

• Export surpluses

• Meet deficits via imports

1. Cover unavailability

– Extra generation capacity, import capacity or longer-term storage

2. Minimise ‘spill’

– Unutilised low carbon energy; adds to effective cost of energy

3. Manage variability and uncertainty

– Balancing minute-by-minute and hour-by-hour

4. Provide enough network

– Where is the generation capacity? Can you get the power out?

– Where is the demand? Can you get the power in?

Accommodating low carbon generation

We need a ‘flexible’ electricity system that maximises 

utilisation of the assets so as to minimise total cost
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Managing system frequency

• Surplus generation: system speeds up, i.e. frequency high

• Insufficient generation: system slows down, i.e. frequency low

– If frequency gets too low, the system might collapse

• Carry reserve to cover any a fault outage of a large source of power

Figure: TenneT

Demand for electricity

Figures: Sustainability First,

“GB electricity demand –

realising the resource”, 

April 2015
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Domestic demand 

– with no electric heating
From “Household Electricity Survey: A study of 

domestic electrical product usage” for DEFRA, 

DECC and the Energy Saving Trust, May 2012

Around the peak:

Cooking, lighting, AV, 

washing/drying
All the time:

cold appliances

Domestic demand 

– with electric top-up heating
From “Household Electricity Survey: A study of 

domestic electrical product usage” for DEFRA, 

DECC and the Energy Saving Trust, May 2012

Notice the heating loadH
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Domestic demand 

– with electric storage heating
From “Household Electricity Survey: A study of 

domestic electrical product usage” for DEFRA, 

DECC and the Energy Saving Trust, May 2012

Notice the heating loadH

Management of demand
Management

of demand

Demand reduction
• Reduction in total

electrical energy used

Demand side management

(DSM)
• Planned schedule of time of use of

electrical energy, e.g. to match forecast

availability of power from renewable

sources or times of anticipated lowest

power prices

• Some demand delayed, some brought 

forward

Demand side response

(DSR)
• Immediate or almost immediate

change in demand (decrease or

increase) in response to an 

unplanned variation, e.g. large

generation trip or wind forecast

error

Flexible demand

Direct control
• Signal sent to directly 

change demand at a given

future time through

disconnection or connection

switching off or on, or increase

or reduction of electrical load

Indirect control
• Price or other signal sent

as incentive or encourage-

ment of a change of 

demand at a given future

time

Direct control
• Signal sent to directly 

disconnect (or connect)

switch off (or on), or increase

(or reduce) electrical load

Indirect control
• Price or other signal sent

as incentive or encourage-

ment of an immediate

or almost immediate 

change of demand

Behaviour change
• Changes in use of

energy (energy

services)

Energy efficiency
• Less energy used

in delivering

energy services,

e.g. through 

more efficient 

technology

Permanent reduction 
of demand

Shifting of demand
in time

Planned reduction
and increase

Unplanned, response
to an event
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Demand side management

0800 1200 1600 20000400

• Use of energy shifted from green area to orange areas

• Timing of switch on and switch off planned

Power

Time

Demand side response

0800 1200 1600 20000400

• Demand reduced (quickly) in response to an unplanned event

• Uncertain timing of reduction

• Uncertain timing and magnitude of return of demand

Power

Time
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Variable weather

Times of sun rise and sun set 

are knownH

Hbut not cloud cover or 

wind speedsH

Figures: CIGRE WG C1.30: Technical risks from renewable generation, and National Grid

The key in future: residual demand

Figure: CIGRE WG C1.30: Technical risks from renewable generation

Peak residual demand does not 

• happen at the same time every day

• have a consistent size
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How big is future demand? 

Decarbonising heat

The Future of Heating:

A strategic framework for 

low carbon heat in the UK,

DECC, March 2012

Electrify heat and decarbonise electricity?

Efficiency benefits from heat pumps? Scale of access?

Future demand for electricity
All energy Electrical energy

Change in electrical energy Peak electric power

Source: National Grid, Future Energy Scenarios 2015
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Potential for flexible demand

Sector Number of customers

% of electrical energy

Potential contribution to system operation

Industry

(Already 

half-hourly 

metered)

~117,000

49% of annual energy

Demand reduction? 

• Perhaps already done; scope for further investment?

Flexibility?

• Often fairly flat profile

• Scope for shifting use of energy depends on sector

• Perhaps already flexes to reduce use of system charges or 

offers balancing services

Commerce ~2 million

16% of annual energy

Demand reduction?

• More efficient lighting and air con

Flexibility?

• Flat profile through day

• Relax air con and chiller temperatures temporarily

• Some already offering balancing services

Domestic ~27 million

35% of annual energy

Demand reduction?

• More efficient appliances

• (Future: electric heating? Electric vehicle charging?)

Flexibility?

• Relax fridge/freezer temperatures temporarily

• Shift use of wet appliances

Data, discussion and further reading: Sustainability First, “GB electricity demand – realising the resource”, April 2015

Potential for domestic DSM

• According to “Further Analysis of the Household Electricity Survey Early Findings: 

Demand side management”, Cambridge Architectural Research Ltd, Element 

Energy & Loughborough University, November 2013:

– Replacing inefficient appliances with the most efficient has 

potential to reduce demand by at least as much as demand shifting 

– If cold appliances had controls to avoid electricity use in the evening 

peak (6-7pm), possible to suspend up to 10% of peak power for 

half-an-hour, or up to 70 W for each household. 

• (Given current replacement cycles for white goods it would take more than 20 

years to replace all cold appliances.)

• 1 million households gives 70MW against winter peak total demand of 52,000MW

– If householders switched use of washing machines, tumble driers 

and dishwashers to non-peak periods, transfer at least 8% of the 

peak demand for the monitored households, average of 57 W / home.

• 1 million households gives 57MW

– All measures, 10 million households: peak demand reduced by 5%
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• Imperial/NERA for CCC: system cost impact of one low 

carbon technology relative to that of another

– In different 2030 scenarios, extra flexibility could reduce 

average cost of electrical energy by between £1.4/MWh 

and £5.9/MWh

– Flexibility claimed to save between £4.1 and £4.9 billion 

per year in a 2030 100g/kWh scenario

• Shifting away from peak: 80% of EV demand, 35% of heat pump 

demand, all white appliances, 10% of I&C demand

Reduction of system costs with a very 

flexible system

Note: there are always limits to some analysisH

• Different options: greater interconnection, more flexible demand, H

• Cost assumptions

• Technical details

• Aspects included, e.g. cost of network upgrades

Source: “Value of Flexibility in a Decarbonised Grid

and System Externalities of Low-Carbon Generation 

Technologies”, Imperial College and NERA for CCC, 

October 2015

Distribution network operator trials 

of flexible demand

See http://www.ukerc.ac.uk/publications/a-review-and-synthesis-of-the-outcomes-from-low-carbon-networks-fund-projects.html

Note: benefits assessed only in respect of avoiding network upgrade costs

Prospects for short-term ‘business as usual’ as found from 

“A Review and Synthesis of the Outcomes from Low Carbon Networks Fud Projects”,

University of Strathclyde for UKERC and HubNet, August 2016
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How to access the potential?

Co-party Benefit to co-party Scheme

System operator 

(SO)

• Frequency response

• Reserve

• Enhanced frequency response

• Short-term operating reserve (STOR)

• Demand side balancing reserve

Distribution network 

operator (DNO)

• Defer or avoid network 

reinforcement to meet peak 

power flow

• Use of system charging

• Faster access for new connections

• Payment through innovation schemes

Transmission 

owner

• Defer or avoid network 

reinforcement to meet peak 

power flow

• Use of system charging

• Faster access for new connections

Supplier/retailer • Help manage wholesale 

procurement risk

• Offer services to SO

• Variable half-hourly pricing

• Economy 7 / Economy 10

• Voluntary load management

Aggregator • Help manage wholesale 

procurement risk

• Offer services to SO

• Variable half-hourly pricing

• Voluntary load management

Capacity market • Reduced need for 

generation capacity

• Capacity market

Discussion and further reading: Sustainability First, “GB electricity demand – realising the resource”, April 2015

How to access the potential?

Co-party Benefit to co-party Scheme

System operator 

(SO)

• Frequency response

• Reserve

• Enhanced frequency response

• Short-term operating reserve (STOR)

• Demand side balancing reserve

Distribution network 
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Aggregator • Help manage wholesale 

procurement risk
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• Voluntary load management

Capacity market • Reduced need for 

generation capacity

• Capacity market

Discussion and further reading: Sustainability First, “GB electricity demand – realising the resource”, April 2015

Becoming better developed
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Discussion and further reading: Sustainability First, “GB electricity demand – realising the resource”, April 2015

Becoming reasonably well developed butH

• aggregators have licensing restrictions

• how much of the benefit does the customer want

and how much will they get?

How to access the potential?

Co-party Benefit to co-party Scheme
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Capacity market • Reduced need for 

generation capacity

• Capacity market

Discussion and further reading: Sustainability First, “GB electricity demand – realising the resource”, April 2015

Much room for improvement
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Discussion and further reading: Sustainability First, “GB electricity demand – realising the resource”, April 2015

How much value is there for customers in different sectors?

• Likely to increase with continued growth in renewables and

growth in electric vehicles and electric heating (but need

well-insulated buildingsH)

Lots of different co-parties

• Potential conflicts?

• How can customers maximise total income?


